JANICE PERSON
Public Speaking Information
Although many people cite a fear of public speaking as an
activity that produces intense anxiety, that's never been the
case for Janice Person, CEO and founder of Grounded
Communications, LLC. She's been speaking to groups since
she found her footing through student government
campaigns in junior high school. In recent years, speaking has
taken her to some of the world's most famous stages
including South by Southwest (SXSW) in Austin and New
York's 92nd Street Y as well as smaller meetings without a
stage.
Whether on a stage in front of hundreds in a major
metropolitan area or a small gathering in a town few people
have heard of, every opportunity to speak is something
Janice approaches with a combination of enthusiasm and
focus. It is a responsibility and an opportunity to learn more
about the audience as she shares ideas.

Janice Person
CEO & Founder

Through her diverse range of keynotes, panels, and training events over the past decade, Janice
has prompted thought and action among men, women, and youth.
Janice uses vivid storytelling techniques to help groups discover a sense of wonder, embrace
new ideas, conquer fear, and more. Whether you are looking for a starting point for a
conference or a single voice at a dinner event, you need someone who can understand your
audience & move them. Janice applies her years of experience with a range of topics and
audiences to prepare with organizers to ensure that she meets the audience where they are and
move them in ways that help organizers achieve the specified goals.

JP's Digital Footprint
So often, conferences and events need a boost in awareness
online. Janice actively shares where she will be on social media,
reaching thousands of across the US & around the world.

Content Creation
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Keynote Topics
While You Were Farming
Stepping Out Into the Uncomfortable
Unlocking the Potential of Storytelling
to Meet Your Goals
Branding yourself has never been more
popular. But is it about popularity?
Fear & Outrage

Panel Moderation
Bringing together multiple
perspectives on a single topic can be
powerful and requires good
moderation
Janice does a depth of research on
the topic and can locate the right
participants to provide a
conversational session that allows a
depth of information

Previous Experience
South by Southwest (SXSW)
Blogalicious
Association for Communication
Excellence
AFBF Young Farmers & Ranchers
San Francisco Professional Food Society
Indiana Tourism

Contact JP

for scheduling, budget information, ideas, etc.
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